Terms of Use
The website available under the URL www.alapjogokert.hu (hereinafter: “Website”) is owned and
operated by the Jogállam és Igazság Nonprofit Korlátolt Felelősségű Társaság (hereinafter: “JIN Kft.”).
The Website contains information about the Alapjogokért Központ (hereinafter: “Központ”). The
Website contains information about the Alapjogokért Központ (hereinafter: “Központ”).

1. Acceptance of the Terms of Use
You agree to be bound to and abide by the terms and conditions (the “Terms of Use”) by using the
Website. If you do not agree with the Terms of Use, you may not use the Website.
You are kindly asked to read our Privacy Policy.

2. Access to the Website
The JIN Kft. aims to continuously operate the Website, however, there may be occasions when the
Website has to be made inaccessible. The JIN Kft. does not warrant for the continuous and unrestricted
availability of the Website and excludes liability for any damages arising from its unavailability.

3. Information on the Website
The JIN Kft. aims to regularly update information on the Website, but any information on
alapjogokert.hu is for general information purposes only, and not necessarily comprehensive,
complete, accurate or up to date. The JIN Kft. does not warrant for the completeness or accuracy of
any information on the Website and excludes liability for damages arising from the use of such
information.

4. Use of the Website
The Website may only be used for lawful purposes, in accordance with the Terms of Use and with any
applicable law or regulation. You hereby agree not to use any device, software or routine that
interferes with the proper working of the Website.

5. License and Copyright
The materials posted on the Website, except for those that contain a copyright notice for a third party
are legally protected. You are allowed to download the materials from the Website that are not
specifically restricted and to share them as long as all copies include a reference to the original author
and the Központ and contain a link back to www.alapjogokert.hu as the original source of the work;
and the copies are distributed only for non-commercial purposes and are distributed at no charge.
Other than as specifically described in the Terms of Use, you may not copy, reproduce, distribute,
modify, display, republish, transmit, or otherwise use the content on the Website without prior written
permission from the JIN Kft. If you are in doubt, please contact the JIN Kft. under the email address
info@alapjogokert.hu

6. Trademarks
The “Alapjogokért Központ” is the trademark of the JIN Kft. and it might not be used in connection
with any product or service that is not related to the JIN Kft. in any way.

7. Limitations on Liability and Disclaimer of Warranties

The JIN Kft. will not be responsible for damages of any kind arising from your use of or inability to use
the Website, or from any materials posted on the Website.
While trying to maintain the integrity and security of the Website and the servers from which the
Website is operated, the JIN Kft. does not guarantee that the Website will be or remain secure,
complete, correct, or that access to the Website will be uninterrupted.
The JIN Kft. disclaims any warranty with respect to the completeness, security, reliability, quality,
accuracy or availability of the Website.

8. Severability
If any of the provisions of the Terms of Use becomes partially void, the parties will be bound by the
remainder of the Terms of Use.

9. Changes to the Terms of Use
The JIN Kft. reserves the right to modify the Terms of Use at any time. Any changes will take effect
prospectively by posting the new Terms of Use here. You accept the changes by continuing the use of
the Website.

10. Applicable Law and Jurisdiction
The Terms of Use shall be exclusively governed by Hungarian law. All disputes arising out of, or related
to the Terms of Use, including disputes concerning the existence and validity thereof, shall be resolved
exclusively by the courts of Hungary.

